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If you’re limiting
yourself to just

Excel Reporting, see 
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missing... 
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Financial Statements
Orbit’s GLSense functionality produces live financial reports
with the convenience of Excel, and at the same time controlling 
the complexity and risk that comes from managing
spreadsheets.

Orbit’s GLSense lets users access all General Ledger
Segments, Accounts and Functions to produce financial
analyses and statements in minutes by defining rows and
columns.
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Financial Statements Real-Time Account Analysis
Orbit GLSense makes it easy for your finance users to perform 
ad hoc GL Account Analysis for auding and make sure
transactions are posted to the right GL accounts during period 
end reconciliations. They can share financial reports and ad hoc 
analyses directly from within Excel to make faster and better
informed financial decisions.



Faster Period Closing
With Orbit GLSense, you can quickly build financial statements 
within Microsoft Excel that are automatically populated with live 
data from your company’s financial system.

You can connect to key business applications to get a
complete view of your required month-end, quarter-end, or
year-end in Excel. GLSense integrates with your ERP’s general 
ledger and sub-ledger modules to make your close processes 
more efficient, accurate, and reliable.
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Drilldown to Details
Get fast answers to your business questions, with hundreds of 
pre-built sub-ledger drill-down reports for modules like Accounts 
Payable, Accounts Receivable, Fixed Assets, Inventory,
Purchasing, and more. Create charts, apply filters, and use
conditional formatting to view the journal activity for any balance.
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Faster Period Closing
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Financial Dashboards

Orbit’s GLSense functionality produces live financial reports with 
the convenience of Excel, and allows users to re-use any 
saved financial reports and group them together in a dashboard 
format.

Dashboards can be further deployed as a Self-Service URL and 
embedded into any other application. Additionally,
dashboards and reports can also be accessed via the Orbit
mobile Application (iOS, Android).
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Self-Service, Ad-Hoc Report
Creation
Orbit understands that certain reports need to have a specific 
look and feel, especially when producing PDF and Excel Files. 
With Orbit templates, users can control the document layout,
logos, formatting, display text while getting the live data
regularly from your Applications. Orbit provides PDF, Excel, and 
Word creation of documents where the template can be
designed in Excel or Word.  Below is a sample of a Pixel Perfect 
report that combines data.
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